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Abstract—Recently, support vector ranking has been adopted
to address the challenging person re-identification problem. However, the ranking model based on ordinary global features cannot
well represent the significant variation of pose and viewpoint
across camera views. To address this issue, a novel ranking
method which fuses the dense invariant features is proposed
in this paper to model the variation of images across camera
views. An optimal space for ranking is learned by simultaneously
maximizing the margin and minimizing the error on the fused
features. The proposed method significantly outperforms the
original support vector ranking algorithm due to the invariance
of the dense invariant features, the fusion of the bidirectional features and the adaptive adjustment of parameters. Experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed method is competitive with
state-of-the-art methods on two challenging datasets, showing its
potential for real-world person re-identification.
Index Terms—Person Re-identification, Support Vector Ranking (SVR), Dense Invariant Feature (DIF), Feature Fusion

I. I NTRODUCTION
The target of person re-identification (re-id) is to recognize individuals from a distributed multi-camera surveillance
system [1]. It is an important problem in people retrieval and
tracking applications. It is also a very challenging task because
of the variation of the persons and the environment [2]. Images
of different persons in the same view may be more similar than
those of the same person in different views, because views
from multiple cameras vary significantly due to the change of
illumination, background, viewpoint, person’s pose, occlusion,
etc. This makes it difficult to recognize different images
belonging to a same person. Moreover, it is still an open
problem to obtain useful information from cameras to aid the
recognition process because of the uncertainty of capture time
and space of images [3]. Although the results obtained from
existing solutions are encouraging, more effective ranking
methods can be still exploited to improve the performance
of person re-id.
Our work on the challenging re-id problem is motivated
by two aspects. 1) Support vector machine (SVM) is a wellknown technique and achieved remarkable performance on
many tasks. Support vector ranking (SVR) is a technique
deduced from SVM for solving ranking problems. It was
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also adopted in [4] to address the person re-id problem and
achieved impressive results. Therefore, it is worthwhile to
reexamine the role of SVR for person re-id to further exploit
its potentiality. 2) In unsupervised ranking methods, score is
computed directly from a low-level feature of each image
pair to rank the images [5]. Because the low-level features
are usually designed to capture the invariant information of
different views, some of them can achieve good performance
for person re-id [6]. However, a learning process could be
helpful to further boost the identification performance for those
unsupervised methods.
Inspired by the patch-based similarity metric used in [6],
a dense invariant feature (DIF) is designed to capture the
invariant information across camera views. Based on the obtained DIF, a feature-fusing SVR method is proposed to learn
a discriminative model to enhance person re-identification
performance. The contributions of our method are summarized
as follows:
1) The DIF, which is a generic descriptor for combining
low-level features, is designed to model the variation across the
camera views for reliable person similarity ranking. Motivated
by the fact that local features usually performs better than
global features, images are first divided into densely-sampled
patches. Moreover, for a pair of images to be matched, considering that the discriminative parts of persons usually appear in
different regions of different views, the corresponding patch of
a patch in the first image is searched in the neighboring area
of the second image. This operation can avoid misalignment
caused by the significant variation of the pose and viewpoint
across the cameras, which finally lead to a view-invariant
representation. Experimental results show that the DIF brings
a significant improvement over the global feature used in [4].
2) Based on the DIF, SVR is used to learn a discriminative
model to improve the person re-identification performance.
SVR can learn the transformation across the views through the
training procedure. We show its effectiveness by comparing
the performance of our method with the unsupervised method
in [6].
3) Both the forward and backward DIFs are extracted and
fused in the ranking process to further improve the recognition
rate and the robustness of the method, because they are useful
to model the similarity between an image pair in different
directions. Since they are built on different views, the fusion
procedure can effectively alleviate the influence of noise and
large similar regions.
4) It is known that the parameter C in the SVR has
significant influence on the ranking performance. A parameter
adaptive adjustment process is developed to automatically
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select the optimal value of C, which can further improve the
ranking performance.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Person re-identification
Generally speaking, solving a person re-id problem includes
three steps, i.e., extracting a discriminative feature as the
person descriptor, calculating similarities between the probe
image and the images in the gallery, and ranking the similarities to yield a matched result. Many unsupervised and
supervised pair ranking methods are proposed to address
this problem. These methods mainly concentrate on the first
two steps: some pay much attention to the construction of
discriminative feature representations while the others focus
on learning a good similarity measurement model.
Feature representation: There definitively exists some characteristics of a person that keeps invariant across cameras
despite the change of viewpoint, illumination, etc. Some
methods are dedicated to exploring those invariant characteristics, and measuring their similarity using a standard distance
metric. Since the information related to the cameras is often
unreliable, most of the representations are built based on visual
appearance features [7], [8], [9]. To make the representations
more robust, several types of low level features such as color,
shape, texture and interest points are often combined together
[10], [11], [12]. Also, the features are often extracted from a
collection of parts [4], [5], [13] or densely-sampled patches
[14]. Salience [6], [15], mid-level semantic attributes [16],
[17] and other techniques [18] are also used to enhance the
discriminative power of feature representations.
Our method is related to [4] and [6]. In [4], [7], a person
image is first divided into six horizontal stripes in terms of the
characteristics of human body, and then a long feature vector
is formed by combining the color and the texture features
extracted from the stripes. We name this feature as global
six-stripe appearance feature. In [6], low-level features are
first extracted from overlapped patches, and then similarities
between patches of an image pair are calculated, and two types
of local saliency are finally learned to generate the similarity
score of an image pair.
Similarity measurement: The distance between two images
from different views is a popular similarity measurement of
image pairs. Some basic similarity measurements are utilized
in those methods which focus on invariant representations.
For example, the Euclidean distance and the Bhattacharyya
distance are used in [5] to compute the similarity of a pair
depending on the characteristics of different features. However,
due to the significant diversity across the camera views, there
is a huge gap between the feature spaces of two different
views. The transformations between the feature spaces can be
learned to bridge the gap between the views to enable more
accurate distance calculation. That is, to reduce the difference
of the feature spaces of the views, a projection can be learned
to project one feature space to the other [19], or project the
two spaces to a common subspace [10], [20], [21], to obtain
a better similarity measurement.
Another type of methods learns complex distance metrics
by modeling the variance across the views to attain an accurate
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similarity measurement, such as LMNN [22], ITML [23],
LDML [24], PRDC [7], KISSME [25], LFDA [26], RS-KISS
[2] and MCE-KISS [27]. In fact, projection methods can be
seen as a type of distance metric, which is proved in [20].
Some other types of techniques are also proposed to improve the performance, such as manifold ranking model [28],
locally-adaptive decision function [29] and multi-task distance
metric [30].
B. Support vector ranking
Support vector ranking (SVR) is first applied to web page
retrieval [31]. A basic SVM algorithm is a classification
technique used to divide instances into different groups. A
variant of the SVM algorithm, the ranking SVM algorithm is
deduced to give high rankings to higher relevance documents
and low rankings to lower relevance documents. The order
relation of two documents in a query is similar to the label
of an instance in the SVM training process. The target of
the training process is to minimize the error of binary order
relations of the documents. Because the number of the binary
order relations is relatively large (there are N × (N − 1)/2
binary order relations between N documents in a query), the
ranking SVM is computationally expensive when applying it
to a large-scale dataset. To overcome this weakness, a primal
RankSVM (PRSVM) is proposed in [32] to speed up the
existing RankSVM algorithm. The truncated Newton method
is adopted to expedite the training process on the primal
optimization problem. The cutting-plane algorithm proposed
in [33] is another frequently-used efficient algorithm to speed
up the SVM training process. Both of them are several orders
of magnitude faster than the basic SVR algorithm for largescale datasets.
Since the person re-id problem can be treated as a ranking
problem, SVR is adopted in [4] to deal with it. Although
only a global six-stripe appearance feature is used in the
method, it still yielded remarkable results. With the rapid
development in this area, many other methods have achieved
promising results, such as sLDFV[34], RPLM[14], LADF[29],
RCCA[10], MLFL[17] and MCE-KISS[27]. In a word, we
believe that more efforts can be made to further explore the
power of SVR in the research on person re-id.
III. O UR A PPROACH
A. Dense invariant feature
As a ranking method, all the images in the gallery are
ranked according to their similarity to a probe image and
the image with the highest similarity is taken as the matched
result. Suppose that there are two camera views A and B. One
is treated as the gallery and the other as the probe. Images
from different views are grouped into pairs to calculate their
similarity. Since global features cannot robustly model the
variations of the images, a DIF is designed to represent the
similarity of a pair. Fig. 1 illustrates the extraction procedure
of the DIF.
Images are first divided into densely-sampled patches with
M rows and N columns.
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distance:
B,v
s(xA,u
m,n , xp,q ) = exp(−

B,v 2
d(xA,u
m,n , xp,q )
)
2
2σ0

where σ0 is the bandwidth of the Gaussian function and
B,v
d(xA,u
m,n , xp,q ) is the Euclidean distance between two patches.
Finally, the similarity between each patch of an image
and its most similar surrounding patch in the other image
of the pair is integrated to build a feature vector, named
B,v
dense invariant feature of the image in the pair. s(xA,u
)
m,n , x
denotes the similarity between the patch at the m-th row and
n-th column in the u-th image from view A and its most
similar surrounding patch in the v-th image from view B. It
is defined as:
B,v
B,v
s(xA,u
) = max(p,q) s(xA,u
m,n , x
m,n , xp,q )

(b) unmatched pair
Fig. 1. Extraction of the dense invariant features

Then a local feature is extracted from each patch. xA,u
m,n
denotes the feature vector of a local patch at the m-th row
and n-th column of the u-th image from view A, where m ∈
[1..M ], n ∈ [1..N ].
Next, the most similar patch of each patch of an image
is searched in the surrounding area of the other image of a
pair. P(uA , v B ) denotes an image pair of u-th image from
B,v
view A and v-th image from view B. s(xA,u
m,n , xp,q ) denotes
the similarity between the patch at the m-th row and nth column in the u-th image from view A and one of its
surrounding patch in the p-th row and q-th column in the vth image from view B. In the person re-id problem, due to
the change of person’s pose and viewpoint, the same part of
a person may appear at different positions in different views.
The direct method that constructs a feature with the similarity
of the patches in the same position of a pair may produce a
misaligned feature. Therefore, finding similar patches nearby
the corresponding patches in the other image is a more robust
way to cope with the changes across different views. Because
all the persons in the views have standing posture and the
whole body regions are easily extracted, there are only minor
changes in the longitudinal direction of the images in different
views. Therefore, the most similar patch of a patch shall be
searched in the surrounding area in the other image, where
the surrounding area can be confined to several adjacent rows,
i.e., p ∈ max(1, m − l), ..., min(M, m + l), where l denotes
the range of the adjacent rows. The distance of the features of
two patches is used to measure their similarity and a Gaussian
function is adopted to increase the discriminative power of the

(1)

(2)

where p ∈ [max(1, m − l)..min(M, m + l)] and q ∈ [1..N ].
B,v
So F(uA →vB ) = {s(xA,u
) | m ∈ [1..M ], n ∈ [1..N ]}
m,n , x
is the dense invariant feature of the u-th image from view A
to the v-th image from view B.
A,u
) | m ∈ [1..M ], n ∈
Similarly, F(vB →uA ) = {s(xB,v
m,n , x
[1..N ]} is the dense invariant feature of the v-th image from
view B to the u-th image from view A.
For an image pair P(uA , v B ), F(uA →vB ) can be called
forward DIF of the pair and F(vB →uA ) can be called backward
DIF.
The similar patch searching process is similar to the crosscorrelation method. However, unlike calculating distance directly with the pixel value in cross-correlation, we calculate
the distance with the feature extracted from each patch. The
extracted feature has more discrimination than the original
information of images.
B. Feature fusion for ranking
Due to the improvement on the diversity of representations,
combining multiple types of features has achieved great success in many areas [35], [36], [37]. The combination methods
can be generally grouped into three categories [36]: descriptorlevel fusion, kernel-level fusion [38] and decision-level fusion
[39]. It is hard to say which type of methods is the best,
because it depends on the correlation of the different type
of features. Cai et al. [36] argued that descriptor fusion is
probably better when the adopted descriptors have strong
dependency. Accordingly, direct descriptor concatenation is
adopted to fuse the forward and backward DIFs for ranking because the two features have certain dependency. The
different directional DIFs represent different directional space
transformation. The fusion of them can alleviate the influence
of noise (caused by change of pose, occlusion, etc.) and large
similar regions (caused by uniform texture).
For an image pair P(uA , v B ), suppose that image u is of
person i and image v is of person j, then the image pair can
be abbreviated as P(i, j). Rewrite the forward and backward
DIFs of the image pair as Fijx and Fijy . (Fijx ; Fijy ) denotes
a feature concatenated column vector of the two column
vectors Fijx and Fijy . The concatenated feature is rewritten as
(Fiix ; Fiiy ) in the case that it is the representation for a pair
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of samples of the same person (i.e., i is equal to j). Then
(Fijx ; Fijy ) denotes the pair of samples of different persons.
For simplicity, (Fiix ; Fiiy ) and (Fijx ; Fijy ) are rewritten as Fiixy
and Fijxy respectively. From the perspective of ranking, the
learned function f is subject to the following inequality:
f (Fiixy ) > f (Fijxy ), i 6= j.

(3)

Descriptor concatenation of different features can improve
the diversity of a representation, but it may increase the confusion and complexity of the model. We take the classification
as an example, because the ranking problem is formulated as a
classification problem in the classical framework of RankSVM
[31]. As the feature representation is extremely complex, the
classification of samples is often non-linear. However, we can
convert it to a linear problem using the Kernel trick. In this
paper, the space transformation is directly realized by learning
a feature projection for one of the two features. Our goal
is to make use of the learned projection P to improve the
performance of the ranking model. Therefore, the inequality
can be rewritten as:
f ((Fiix , P T Fiiy ))

>

f ((Fijx , P T Fijy )), i

6= j.

(4)

where P is the projection matrix used to transform one feature
into the space of the other feature.
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For simplification, we suppose that the projection is defined
as P = λI. Therefore, the objective function can be written
as:
P
λ∗ = minλ (λ2 (wy )T wy + C ξij )
y
x
s.t. λ(wy )T Dij
> −(wx )T Dij
+ 1 − ξij , ξij > 0, i 6= j.
(7)
y
x
and vij = (wx )T Dij
− 1,
Set a = (wy )T wy , uij = (wy )T Dij
then the above objective function can be written as:
P
λ∗ = minλ (aλ2 + C ξij )
(8)
s.t. uij λ > −vij − ξij , ξij > 0, i 6= j.
Note that a, uij and vij are constants because wy is a column
vector. The objective function can be solved by the Lagrange
multiplier method and we can easily deduce the following
equations:
X
λ∗ = min
max (aλ2 + C
ξij −
λ αij >0,βij >0
(9)
X
X
αij (uij λ + vij + ξij ) −
βij ξij )
Then we can obtain the following equations according to
Eq.(9):
P
αij uij
(10)
λ=
2a
P
( αij uij )2 X
−
αij vij )
α = max (−
αij >0
4a
uuT
= max (−αT
α − v T α)
αij >0
4a
uuT
= min (αT
α + v T α)
αij >0
4a
∗

C. Optimization
Following the framework of RankSVM, a linear
function is considered for ranking the sample features
f ((Fijx , P T Fijy )) =< (wx ; wy ), (Fijx ; P T Fijy ) > +b, where
<, > denotes the inner product. The ranking function can be
organized as f ((Fijx ; P T Fijy )) =< (wx ; P wy ), (Fijx ; Fijy ) >
+b. Thus, our objective function is defined as:
P
(w∗ , P ∗ ) = min(w,P ) ||(wx , P wy )||2 + C ξij
s.t. f ((Fiix , P T Fiiy )) > f ((Fijx , P T Fijy )) + 1 − ξij , i 6= j.
(5)
The objective function is non-convex in general. However,
when we fix w, we can see that the objective function with
respect to P is convex. On the other hand, when projection
P is fixed, the problem becomes a classical RankSVM only
when concatenating two types of feature. Thus, following [40],
we can iteratively optimize the two parameters in an alternate
way. Here we focus on the optimization of P .
Suppose that the optimization is divided into t steps. The
optimal ranking function is found in the last step. So far, we
can find the optimal projection P to improve the performance
of ranking. Removing the unrelated items, the objective function is given by:
P
P ∗ = minP ((wy )T P T P wy + C ξij )
y
x
s.t. (P wy )T Dij
> −(wx )T Dij
+ 1 − ξij , ξij > 0, i 6= j.
(6)
s
where Dij
= (Fiis − Fijs ), s ∈ {x, y}. From the condition,
we can learn that we can get a proper (P wy ) to make the
distance between f (Fiixy ) and f (Fijxy ) larger and then the
samples easier to be ranked.

(11)

Algorithm 1 Feature-fusion Support Vector Ranking
y
y
x
x
, Stst
,C
. S = {Fij } is the feature
, Strn
, Stst
Input: Strn
set
Output: cmc, λ
. cmc is the Cumulative Matching
Characteristic performance
1: Calculate Dij of each feature set.
2: λ0 = 0, λ = 1;
3: while |λ − λ0 | > 10−2 do
4:
λ0 = λ;
y
y
x
x
5:
Strn = (Strn
, λStrn
), Stst = (Stst
, λStst
); . Fusing
feature
6:
[cmc, w] = P RSV M (Strn , Stst , C); . P RSV M is
proposed in [32]
7:
Calculate a, uij , vij according to their definitions;
8:
Calculate
α according to Eq.(11);
P
αij uij
9:
λ=
;
2a
10: end while
11: return cmc, λ;
It can be seen that α∗ is a typical quadratic programming
(QP) problem and can be solved by convex optimization. After
α is obtained from the QP algorithm, λ can be easily calculated
according to Eq.(10).
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Algorithm 2 C-adaptive FFSVR
Input: G, P
. G denotes the gallery images and P
indicates the probe images
Output: cmc, λ, C
. cmc is the Cumulative Matching
Characteristic performance
1: Divide G and P randomly into two parts Gtrn , Ptrn and
Gtst , Ptst , one for training and the other for testing;
2: Extract forward DIF and backward DIF from the two parts
y
y
x
x
into Strn
, Strn
and Stst
, Stst
according to Section III-A;
y
x
3: Divide training samples Strn , Strn randomly into two suby
y
x
x
parts Strn1 , Strn1 and Strn2 , Strn2
to learn the best C;
4: while the best cmc is not reached do
5:
Predict a new C according to the cmc with previous
C
y
y
x
x
, C);
, Strn2
, Strn2
6:
cmc = F F SV R(Strn1
, Strn1
7: end while
8: . test on the probe images with the learned best C
y
y
x
x
9: [cmc, λ] = F F SV R(Strn
, Strn
, Stst
, Stst
, C);
10: return cmc, λ, C;

D. Algorithm and Implementation
In an SVR algorithm, parameter C makes a great influence
on the training process and the ranking performance. A
successive approximation procedure is adopted in this paper
to find the best C by the training samples to obtain the best
performance. The major procedure ”Feature-fusion Support
Vector Ranking (FFSVR)” and the total algorithm of our
method ”C-adaptive FFSVR” are summarized in Alg. 1 and
Alg. 2. Note that the triangle in the algorithms represents the
start of a comment.
In the algorithm, some processes are performed using existing codes or tools. The code provided by [6] is adopted to
extract low-level features and calculate the similarity between
patches. A program is designed to compute the patch similarity
into forward and backward DIF. Positive and negative samples
are also constructed in the program. Then RankSVM [31] is
adopted and extended to implement our feature fusion SVR
process. The QP solver of Matlab is adopted to address the QP
problem in the SVR training process (The quadprog function
of Matlab is compiled to dll and called from C code). Like
many other person re-id methods, feature construction is the
most time-consuming step of the whole algorithm because the
DIFs are calculated for all the image pairs.
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
A. Datasets
Two public datasets, the VIPeR dataset [41] and the CUHK
Campus dataset [35], are adopted to evaluate our approach.
The VIPeR dataset is a commonly used dataset for person
re-id evaluation, and the CUHK Campus dataset is a recently
released large-scale dataset. Both of them are very challenging
for person re-id because their images were captured from
different views with low resolutions and vary significantly on
background, illumination, person’s pose and viewpoint. The
VIPeR dataset (VIPeR) contains 632 image pairs captured
from two cameras, and each pair consists of two images
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of the same person from the two cameras, i.e., there are
totally 1264 images in the dataset. The CHUK Campus dataset
(CAMPUS) contains 3884 images of 971 persons captured
from two cameras. Each person has two images in each camera
view.
B. Experimental setup
The dColorSIFT proposed by Zhao et al. [6] is used to
represent each patch for all images. Although DIF is a generic
descriptor for combination of low-level features, it is also
sensitive to the choice of the feature. dColorSIFT is a good
feature to make the DIF achieve a good ranking performance.
Following [15], all images in VIPeR are first normalized to the
size of 128 × 48 and all images in CAMPUS are normalized
to 160 × 60. Then all the images are divided into patches
with the size of 10 × 10 and an overlap of 6 × 6. Then the
dColorSIFT feature [6], i.e., 32-bin color histograms computed
in 3 channels (L, A, B) and 3 scaling levels (0.5, 0.75, 1), and
8-bin dense SIFT extracted in 4×4 cells and 3 color channels,
are extracted from each local patch. The patch similarity is
calculated according to Eq.(1) with σ0 = 2.8 for VIPeR and
σ0 = 3.2 for CAMPUS [6]. The number of adjacent rows is
confined to 1 to search the most similar patches for each patch
of an image in the other image [6].
C. Experimental results
Our ranking methods (denoted by DSVR XXX) with a
single forward DIF, a single backward DIF, and the fused
feature are tested on two datasets. In the experiments, both the
fixed C and adaptive C are evaluated. Some state-of-the-art
methods, including RankSVM [4], eSDC [6], SalMatch [15],
eLDFV [34], sLDFV [34], RPLM [14], LF [26], RS-KISS [2],
MCE-KISS [27], RCCA [10], LADF [29], LMNN [35], ITML
[35], GenericMetric [35] and MLFL [17], are compared with
our methods. All the experimental results are obtained using
the same evaluation criterion: 50% of all images are randomly
selected for training and the rest are used for testing. All the
reported results are averaged over 10 independent trials, and
shown in standard Cumulated Matching Characteristics (CMC)
curves [42].
The results of the methods on the VIPeR dataset are shown
in Table I and Fig. 2, whereas the results on the CUHK
Campus dataset are shown in Table III and Fig. 3. In the
following tables and figures, our ranking methods are named
as:
• DSVR B: ranking with backward DIF and fixed C,
• DSVR BA: ranking with backward DIF and adaptive C,
• DSVR F: ranking with forward DIF and fixed C,
• DSVR FA: ranking with forward DIF and adaptive C,
• DSVR FS: ranking with fused DIFs and fixed C,
• DSVR FSA: ranking with fused DIFs and adaptive C.
From the experimental results , we have the following five
observations:
1) Our method with the fused feature achieves an average
accuracy of 29.35% on VIPeR and 33.46% on CAMPUS. Both
of them are better than most of the compared methods. Also
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS C
Trial No
C
Weight

AND FUSION WEIGHT LEARNED IN OUR METHOD FOR THE

1
3.16
0.1

2
3.16
0.1

3
10
0.5

4
0.17
0.3

5
0.32
0.7

6
3.65
0.7

7
1.19
0.5

8
1.77
0.5

VIP E R
9
3.65
0.3

DATASET

10
42.1
0.5

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS C
Trial No
C
Weight

AND FUSION WEIGHT LEARNED IN OUR METHOD FOR THE

1
0.01
1

2
0.1
0.5

3
0.037
0.5

4
0.032
0.5

5
0.032
0.7

6
0.1
0.5

7
0.21
0.5

CUHK

8
0.32
0.3

CAMPUS DATASET

9
0.075
0.7

10
0.042
0.5

TABLE III
T OP RANKED RATES WITH 486 PERSONS ON

THE

CUHK

CAMPUS DATASET

TABLE I
T OP RANKED RATES WITH 316 PERSONS ON
VIP E R DATASET
Rank
eLDFV[34]
sLDFV[34]
RPLM[14]
LF[26]
RS-KISS[2]
MCE-KISS[27]
RCCA[10]
LADF[29]
MLFL[17]
RankSVM[4]
eSDC[6]
SalMatch[15]
DSVR B1
DSVR BA
DSVR F1
DSVR FA
DSVR FS2
DSVR FSA

5
47
56.4
50
53.5
51.3
58.5
56
61.7
52.7
38.23
46.61
52.9
46.55
46.42
50.15
49.81
50.69
50.66

10
60.04
70.88
69
67.12
66.3
72.1
75
75.7
66
53.73
58.86
65.8
58.42
58.32
61.74
61.55
61.99
61.93

20
71
84.63
83
81.38
81.6
85.9
87
87.7
79.9
69.87
72.77
79.4
71.52
70.95
75.09
75
74.74
74.94

1
2
3

1
13.45
15.98
20
34.3
28.45
25.43
26.21
30.04
30.6
32.82
33.46

5
31.6
35.6
44.02
54.8
45.85
44.53
44.05
48.97
48.44
51.5
50.88

10
42.5
45.8
56.07
64.9
55.67
55.29
54.20
58.88
57.9
61.31
60.97

43.39% is reported by combining with the best performing LADF.
C is fixed at 0.1.
C is fixed at 0.1.

70

C is fixed at 1.
C is fixed at 1.

60

50

40

30

90

80

13.45 LMNN
15.98 ITML
20.00 GenericMetric
34.30 MLFL
28.45 SalMatch
30.60 DSVR_FA
33.46 DSVR_FSA

20

70
10

Matching Rate (%)

20
54.2
59.6
69.47
75.3
67.95
66.54
65.45
69.69
69.09
71.33
70.97

80

Matching Rate (%)

1
2

1
22.34
26.53
27
24.18
24.4
28.2
30
29.34
29.11
16.27
26.31
30.16
23.73
24.40
27.56
28.23
28.35
29.35

Rank
LMNN[35]
ITML[35]
GenericMetric[35]
MLFL[17]1
SalMatch[15]
DSVR B2
DSVR BA
DSVR F2
DSVR FA
DSVR FS3
DSVR FSA

THE
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16
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Fig. 3. CMC curves with 486 persons on the CUHK campus dataset
50

22.34 eLDFV
26.53 sLDFV
27.00 RPLM
24.18 LF
24.40 RS−KISS
28.20 MCE−KISS
30.00 RCCA
29.34 LADF
29.11 MLFL
16.27 RankSVM
26.31 eSDC
30.16 SalMatch
28.23 DSVR_FA
29.35 DSVR_FSA
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Fig. 2. CMC curves with 316 persons on the VIPeR dataset

18

20

based on dColorSIFT feature and the SVM learning method,
SalMatch slightly outperforms our method on VIPeR because
a large number of complex saliency models are constructed for
every image patch before its learning process. However, even
with the complex saliency models, SalMatch is worse than our
method by 5% on CAMPUS, showing that our method is more
robust. Similarly, MLFL slightly outperforms our method on
CAMPUS, because it combines a high level descriptor with
a low-level feature to achieve high performance. Altogether,
we can conclude that the proposed method is competent for
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person re-id applications.
2) RankSVM is the first SVR based method for person re-id,
where a global appearance feature is used. Our method with
only forward DIF also outperforms RankSVM by a useful
margin of about 12% on VIPeR. It shows that the proposed
DIF can significantly enhance the performance for person reid.
3) Similar to our method, eSDC also uses the dColorSIFT
feature and patch-based similarity metric. Our method outperforms eSDC on VIPeR even when it is combined with
wHSV and MSCR [5]. We conjecture that the advantage of our
method is attributed to the SVR learning method. Through the
training process of SVR, the transformation across the views is
learned. In other words, the information can be learned about
which patches are dominant (more likely to appear in both
views).
4) On both datasets, the fused feature makes our method
more powerful than the single forward or backward DIF. It
shows that the feature fusion is indeed beneficial to boost
the performance for the SVR-based method. It can be also
seen that the performance improvement is not significant on
VIPeR. This is because the two directional features have
certain dependency. The fusion procedure mainly takes effect
on alleviating the influence of noise. In addition, the forward
DIF performs better than the backward DIF on both datasets,
which indicates that constructing DIF based on the probe
image exploits more discriminative power than gallery images.
5) Our methods with adaptive C beat those with fixed
C in all the experiments, which shows that the C-adaptive
procedure in our method can automatically find an optimal
value of C and hence improve the ranking performance.
The parameter C and the feature-fusion weights learned in
10-trial experiments on VIPeR and CAMPUS are shown in
Tables II and IV.
Finally, the results in Table I show that the performances
of our method and some other methods are not consistent
across different ranks on VIPeR. The possible reason is that
the methods also reduce the distance of other images with the
minimization of the distance of some image pairs. This may
cause more false matches in larger ranks. The samples in the
training process are only labeled as positive or negative, such
that the learned model cannot guarantee a good performance
in larger ranks. A potential solution is to define a more
discriminative objective function in the training process, which
will be considered in our future work.

D. Computational Time
All the experiments are run on a workstation with 16
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPUs (E5-2660: 8 cores, 2.20GHz) and
64GB RAM. The dColorSIFT extraction and DIF construction
are implemented with Matlab and multi-threading technique
is used. The learning and test of SVR is implemented with
single-threading C. The detailed runtime on VIPeR is: 16
minutes for dColorSIFT extraction, 25 minutes for DIF construction, 10 minutes for model training, and 1 second for the
test process.
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V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
A novel ranking method which fuses the dense invariant features has been presented in this paper to model the relationship
between an image pair across different camera views to solve
the challenging person re-id problem effectively. Experimental
results show that the designed DIF is a useful descriptor for
an image pair which leads to a significant improvement on
ranking performance. The fusion of bidirectional DIFs in the
ranking process further improves the performance due to the
reduction of the noise. Results on two challenging datasets
verify the robustness of the proposed method. We will pay
much attention to learning aligned patches from images of the
probe view in our future work.
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